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Completely ethereal, and celestial inner body experience. A deep dreamer delight for meditation, and self

exploration. 6 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Ambient, NEW AGE: Meditation Details: Isaiah Toran is a

musician, composer, performer, sound sculptor, and visual artist who has become known for his unique

sound. Through a highly developed process of layering, Isaiah composes and performs music in rich

ambient texture, depth, mood, and subtle detail. Using various acoustic and electronic instruments, found

sounds and extended studio techniques, he is able to sculpt sound environments that conjure a strong

sense of place, hovering somewhere between the inner self and the external environment. The word

ambient is a vague term. As it pertains to here it stands for music whose focus is not just on beat but on

other sonic phenomenae such as tone, space, and texture. Although all music can be used as a relaxant,

ambient is characterized by its soft, slow even non-existant beat, or by an airy nature. Believing that

through ambient music in particular, one can expand one's mind, and grow into deeper understanding of

all things that are important to you. Ambient music promotes meditation and imagination. These are

wonderful gifts which can bring you profound pleasure. We hope you enjoy the music we offer. Isaiah

Toran began composing and performing music in 1990 while studying biochemistry and psychology. He

has composed music for film, video, dance, theater, radio and art installations. Composed for the deep

dreamer inside us all. Gentle and peaceful you are as you are being transformed to an unworldly liquid

state of serenity, light, hopefulness, and the future of blishful thinking. Created to help you relax, sleep

deeply and awaken refreshed. This clinically proven musical system includes soothing ambient tracks

with no subliminal messages. Use for the Holistic Arts of Massage, Meditation, Yoga, Reiki, Tai Chi,

Pilates, and Healing of all kinds.
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